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Abstract
We discuss the impact of non-standard neutrino matter interactions (NSI) in propagation
on the determination of CP phase in the context of the long baseline accelerator experiments
such as Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE). DUNE will mainly address the
issue of CP violation in the leptonic sector. Here we study the role of NSI and its impact
on the question of observing the CP violation signal at DUNE. We consider two scenarios
of oscillation with three active neutrinos in absence and presence of NSI. We elucidate the
importance of ruling out subdominant new physics effects introduced by NSI in inferring CP
violation signal at DUNE by considering NSI terms collectively as well as by exploiting the
non-trivial interplay of moduli and phases of the NSI terms. We demonstrate the existence
of NSI-SI degeneracies which need to be eliminated in reliable manner in order to make
conclusive statements about the CP phase.
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1 Introduction
With the discovery of Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider being recognized with the
Nobel prize in 2013 [1], the Standard Model (SM) proposed by Glashow, Weinberg and
Salam in 1967 has gained full acceptance. However there are compelling reasons hinting
towards physics beyond the scale of the SM. A series of neutrino oscillation experiments
have established the phenomenon of neutrino flavour oscillations due to non-zero masses
which requires new physics as neutrinos are massless in the SM. The latest Nobel prize has
been awarded for this significant discovery [2]. Several exciting ideas and directions have
been proposed which lead to the physics beyond the SM. Out of the nine flavour parameters
in the standard three flavour mixing framework, only six 1 can be accessed via oscillation
experiments - three angles (θ12, θ13, θ23), two mass squared differences (δm
2
31, δm
2
21) and a
single Dirac-type CP 2 phase (δ). The angles and the mass-squared differences (and absolute
value of only one of them) have been measured with great precision, only recently it has
become possible to pin down the CP phase in the leptonic sector - thanks to the measurement
of θ13 and largeness of its value [3–5].
The main focus of the ongoing and future neutrino experiments is to address the question of
neutrino mass hierarchy i.e., if sign (δm231) > 0 (normal hierarchy, NH) or sign (δm
2
31) < 0
(inverted hierarchy, IH) 3, measurement of the CP phase (δ) and establishing the correct oc-
tant of the mixing angle θ23. Some of the promising efforts include reactor experiments such
as Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory (JUNO) [6], accelerator experiments [7]
such as Numi Off-axis electron neutrino Appearance (NOvA) experiment [8], Deep Under-
ground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) 4 [9, 10] and atmospheric neutrino experiments such
as India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) [11] and Precision IceCube Next Generation
Upgrade (PINGU) experiment [12].
The question of whether CP is violated in the leptonic sector is of prime importance in
astrophysics, cosmology and particle physics today. Neutrino oscillations at long baselines
offer a promising option to infer leptonic CP violation [13–21]. Leptonic CP violation
is a possible ingredient to explain the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe via
leptogenesis (for a review, see [22]). Within the SM, effects due to CP violation reside in a
phase of the 3×3 mixing matrix known as the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing
matrix for quarks [23–26]. Analogously, one expects a similar mixing matrix for leptons if
neutrinos are massive given by UPMNS = U
l†
LU
ν
L (M
diag
ν = U
ν
LMνU
νT
L for neutrinos and
Mdiagl = U
l
LMlU
l†
L for the charged leptons) which is called the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata (PMNS) matrix [26–28] and consequently, CP phase(s) appear in neutrino mixing.
For the three flavour case in vacuum, the only source of CP violation in mixing phenomena
is the Dirac-type CP phase, δ [29]. This is usually referred to as the intrinsic CP phase.
It is well-known that for baselines ∼ O(1000) km, the standard Earth matter effects [30,31]
are non-negligible. This poses a problem in the determination of intrinsic CP phase as matter
induces additional CP violating effects in the oscillation formalism, commonly referred to as
extrinsic (fake) CP violation effects [32]. Any new physics in neutrino interactions can, in
1The absolute mass scale and the two Majorana phases are not accessible in oscillation experiments.
2CP refers to charge conjugation and parity symmetry.
3δm231 = m
2
3 −m21.
4erstwhile the Long Baseline Neutrino Experiment (LBNE).
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principle, allow for flavour changing interactions thereby allowing for additional CP violating
phases which can complicate the extraction of the intrinsic CP phase further. The high
precision offered by DUNE facilitates probing new physics phenomenon such as additional
sterile neutrino states which has been recently studied [33, 34], probing Lorentz and CPT
violation (e.g. in [35, 36]) as well as NSI during propagation (e.g. in [37–39]) with high
sensitivity. In the present article, we explore the impact of NSI in propagation on CP
violation signal at upcoming long baseline neutrino experiments.
We use DUNE [9,10] as an example in the present work. It utilises a mega-watt class proton
accelerator (with beam power of upto 1.2 MW) at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
(Fermilab) to produce high intensity neutrino source. For the far detector, a massive liquid
argon time-projection chamber (LArTPC) would be deployed deep underground at a depth
of 4850 feet at the Sanford Underground Research Facility located at the site of the former
Homestake Mine in Lead, South Dakota (where Ray Davis carried out the solar neutrino
experiment during 1967-1993) and is about 1300 km from the neutrino source at Fermilab. In
addition, a high precision near neutrino detector is planned at a distance of approximately
500 m from the target at Fermilab site. The baseline of 1300 km is expected to deliver
optimal sensitivity to CP violation, measurement of δ and at the same time is long enough
to address the question of neutrino mass hierarchy [40–42]. It is worth mentioning that
CP violation can be established at 3σ level if we consider DUNE for at least ∼ 68% of CP
phase values [9, 10] and it has been shown that a combination of different experiments can
increase this fraction to ∼ 80% for reasonable exposures [41].
The plan of the article is as follows. We first briefly outline the NSI framework and give the
present constraints on NSI parameters in Sec. 2. We then go on to describe observable CP
asymmetry for the particular channel νµ → νe relevant for DUNE both in vacuum and in
matter (SI and NSI) in Sec. 3. We present our results and discussions in Sec. 4 and discuss
the event rates obtained at DUNE far detector in Sec. 5. We end with conclusions in Sec. 6.
2 Non-standard Neutrino Interactions
We consider effects that can be phenomenologically described by neutral current (NC) type
neutrino NSI of the form
LNSI = −2
√
2GF ε
f C
αβ [ν¯αγ
µPLνβ] [f¯γµPCf ] , (1)
where GF is the Fermi constant, να, νβ are neutrinos of different flavours, and f is a first
generation SM fermion (e, u, d) 5. The chiral projection operators are given by PL = (1 −
γ5)/2 and PC = (1 ± γ5)/2. If the NSI arises at scale MNP  MEW from some higher
dimensional operators (of order six or higher), it would imply a suppression of at least εfCαβ '
(MEW/MNP )
2 (for MNP ∼ 1 TeV , we have εfCαβ ' 10−2 (see also [43])). At the level of the
underlying Lagrangian, NSI coupling of the neutrino can be to e, u, d. Phenomenologically,
only the incoherent sum of contributions from different scatterers contributes to the coherent
forward scattering of neutrinos on matter. If we normalize to ne, the effective NSI parameter
5The flavour of the background fermion (f) is preserved in the interaction in coherent interactions.
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relevant for neutral Earth matter is
εαβ =
∑
f=e,u,d
nf
ne
εfαβ = ε
e
αβ + 2ε
u
αβ + ε
d
αβ +
nn
ne
(2εdαβ + ε
u
αβ) = ε
e
αβ + 3ε
u
αβ + 3ε
d
αβ , (2)
where nf is the density of fermion f in medium crossed by the neutrino and n refers to
neutrons. Also, only the vector sum of NSI terms, εfαβ = ε
fL
αβ +ε
fR
αβ appears in the oscillation
formalism.
In presence of NSI, the propagation of neutrinos is governed by a Schro¨dinger-type equation
with the effective Hamiltoninan
H = Hvac +HSI +HNSI , (3)
where Hvac is the vacuum Hamiltonian and HSI,HNSI are the effective Hamiltonians in
presence of SI alone and NSI respectively. Thus,
H = 1
2E
U
 0 δm221
δm231
U † + A(x)
 1 + εee εeµ εeτεeµ? εµµ εµτ
εeτ
? εµτ
? εττ
 , (4)
where A(x) = 2
√
2EGFne(x) is the standard CC potential due to the coherent forward
scattering of neutrinos and ne is the electron number density and εαβ (≡ |εαβ| eiφαβ) are
complex NSI parameters. The three flavour neutrino mixing matrix U [≡ U23W13 U12 with
W13 = Uδ U13 U †δ and Uδ = diag{1, 1, exp (iδ)}] is characterized by three angles and a
single (Dirac) phase 6 and, in the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) parameteri-
zation [44], we have
U =
 1 0 00 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23
 c13 0 s13e−iδ0 1 0
−s13eiδ 0 c13
 c12 s12 0−s12 c12 0
0 0 1
 , (5)
where sij = sin θij, cij = cos θij. The two additional Majorana phases in the three flavour
case play no role in neutrino oscillations and hence are not explicitly mentioned in Eq. 5.
We define the following ratios
λ ≡ δm
2
31
2E
; rλ ≡ δm
2
21
δm231
; rA ≡ A(x)
δm231
. (6)
For atmospheric and long baseline neutrinos, λL ' O(1) holds and rAL ∼ O(1) for a large
range of the E and L values considered here.
Let us now briefly mention the constraints imposed on the NC NSI parameters (for more
details, see [45]). With the assumption that the errors on individual NSI terms are uncor-
related, model-independent bounds on effective NC NSI terms
εαβ ∼<
{ ∑
C=L,R
[(εeCαβ)
2 + (3εuCαβ )
2 + (3εdCαβ)
2]
}1/2
,
6In the general case of n flavors the leptonic mixing matrix Uαi depends on (n − 1)(n − 2)/2 Dirac-
type CP-violating phases. If the neutrinos are Majorana particles, there are (n − 1) additional, so called
Majorana-type CP-violating phases.
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were obtained [46] which leads to
|εαβ| <
 4.2 0.33 3.00.33 0.068 0.33
3.0 0.33 21
 , (7)
for neutral Earth matter. There are also experiments which have used the neutrino data to
constrain NSI parameters. The SK NSI search in atmospheric neutrinos crossing the Earth
found no evidence in favour of NSI and the study led to upper bounds on NSI parameters [47]
given by |εµτ | < 0.033, |εττ − εµµ| < 0.147 (at 90% CL) in a two flavour hybrid model [37]7.
The off-diagonal NSI parameter εµτ is constrained −0.20 < εµτ < 0.07 (at 90% CL) from
MINOS data in the framework of two flavour neutrino oscillations [48,49].
We will be interested in particular channels νµ → νe (and the CP transformed channel,
ν¯µ → ν¯e) where only two of the NSI parameters (εeµ, εeτ ) appear in the second order
expression. Taking into account the constraints from neutrino experiments, we can write
(see also [50])
|εαβ| <
 4.2 0.3 0.50.3 0.068 0.04
0.5 0.04 0.15
 . (8)
We consider |εeµ|, |εeτ | < 0.1 which are consistent with Eq. 8 and also the NSI phases in
the allowed range, φeµ, φeτ ∈ (−pi, pi). In addition, we explore the collective effect of the
dominant NSI parameters (εeµ, εeτ ) affecting the particular channels νµ → νe (and ν¯µ → ν¯e)
so that the impact can be understood in totality.
All the plots presented in this paper are obtained by using General Long baseline Experiment
Simulator (GLoBES) software [51,52] which numerically solves the full three flavour neutrino
propagation equations using the PREM [53] density profile of the Earth, and the latest values
of the neutrino parameters as obtained from global fits [3–5].
3 Probability expression for the νµ → νe channel
We give relevant analytic expressions in order to understand and contrast the features
obtained from the probability in the case of vacuum and matter (both SI as well as NSI) [32,
45,54–60].
CP violation signal in a neutrino oscillation experiment such as DUNE is characterised via a
comparison of probabilities in the channel νµ → νe with its CP conjugate channel ν¯µ → ν¯e.
If CP were conserved, Pµe (δ) = P¯µe (δ). In order to quantify effects due to CP violation,
we use the following observable CP asymmetry
ACPµe (δ) =
Pµe (δ)− P¯µe (δ)
Pµe (δ) + P¯µe (δ)
=
∆Pµe (δ)∑
Pµe (δ)
. (9)
It is important to note that though ACPµe (δ) is a good measure of CP violation, it has an
obvious limitation in the sense that it cannot allow us to deduce the source of CP violation
7The SK collaboration uses a different normalization (nd) while writing the effective NSI parameter (see
Eq. (2)) and hence we need to multiply the bounds mentioned in Ref. [47] by a factor of 3.
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effects. In the context of long baseline experiments where matter can induce fake CP effects,
a non-zero value of ACPµe (δ) does not unequivocally imply intrinsic CP violation arising due
to the Dirac CP phase. To get over the problem of differentiating between the case of CP
violation due to intrinsic CP phase and CP violation arising due to the matter effect, other
observables have been introduced [61] which can prove useful not only to establish whether
CP violation effects arise purely due to the Dirac type CP phase or a combination of the
intrinsic and extrinsic CP phases but also to distinguish between the cases based on spectral
differences. In the present work, we are interested in bringing out the contribution coming
from NSI towards the CP violation signal measured in terms of ACPµe (δ).
Let us consider the νµ → νe transition for propagation in vacuum and matter described
below.
3.1 Review of Pµe (δ) in vacuum :
In vacuum, the oscillation probability for the νµ → νe channel is given by
Pµe (δ) = 4(c
2
13s
2
23s
2
13 + J sin rλλL) sin2
λL
2
+ 2(c12c23c
2
13s12s23s13 cos δ − c213s212s223s213) sin rλλL sinλL
+ 4(c212c
2
23c
2
13s
2
12 + c
2
13s
4
12s
2
23s
2
13 − 2c12c23c213s312s23s13 cos δ − J sinλL)sin2
rλλL
2
+ 8(c12c23c
2
13s12s23s13 cos δ − c213s212s223s213) sin2
rλλL
2
sin2
λL
2
(10)
where J = c12c23c213s12s23s13 sin δ is an invariant that quantifies CP violation in the leptonic
sector and is referred to as the Jarlskog invariant. The abbreviations sij = sin θij, cij =
cos θij are used in Eq. 10. For the CP-transformed channel (ν¯µ → ν¯e), we need to replace
δ → −δ in Eq. 10 to obtain P¯µe (δ).
The maximal 1− 3 mixing condition
L
E
= (2n− 1)pi
2
1
1.267× δm231(eV 2)
, (11)
can be used to obtain the position of peaks in Pµe (δ) for L = 1300 km (relevant for DUNE).
n = 1, 2, 3, . . . leads to Epeak ∼ 2.5, 0.8, 0.5 . . . GeV for the first few peaks in vacuum
probability.
3.2 Pµe (δ) in matter in presence of non-standard interactions :
The approximate expression for oscillation probability for νµ → νe for NSI case can be
obtained by retaining terms of O(εαβs13), O(εαβrλ) , O(s13rλ), O(r2λ) and neglecting the
higher order terms,
Pµe (δ) ' 4s213s223
[
sin2 (1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)2
]
+ 8s13s23c23(|εeµ|c23cχ − |εeτ |s23cω)rA
[
cos
λL
2
sin rAλL/2
rA
sin (1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)
]
5
+ 8s13s23c23(|εeµ|c23sχ − |εeτ |s23sω)rA
[
sin
λL
2
sin rAλL/2
rA
sin (1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)
]
+ 8s13s
2
23(|εeµ|s23cχ + |εeτ |c23cω)rA
[
sin2 (1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)2
]
+ 4|εeµ|rλs2×12c323 cosφeµrA
sin2 rAλL/2
r2A
+ 2|εeµ|rλs2×12s223c23 cosφeµrA
[
cos
λL
2
sin rAλL/2
rA
sin(1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)
]
+ |εeµ|rλs2×12s223c23 sinφeµrA
[
sin
λL
2
sin rAλL/2
rA
sin(1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)
]
− 4|εeτ |rλs2×12c223s23 cosφeτrA
sin2 rAλL/2
r2A
+ 2|εeτ |rλs2×12s223c23 cosφeτrA
[
cos
λL
2
sin rAλL/2
rA
sin(1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)
]
+ |εeτ |rλs2×12s223c23 sinφeτrA
[
sin
λL
2
sin rAλL/2
rA
sin(1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)
]
+ 8rλJr cos δ
[
cos
λL
2
sin rAλL/2
rA
sin(1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)
]
− 8rλJr sin δ
[
sin
λL
2
sin
rAλL/2
rA
sin(1− rA)λL/2
(1− rA)
]
+ r2λc
2
23s
2
2×12
sin2(rAλL/2)
r2A
, (12)
where Jr = J / sin δ and χ = φeµ + δ, ω = φeτ + δ. Note that only two parameters, εeµ and
εeτ enter in this leading order expression which implies that the rest of the NSI parameters
are expected to play a sub-dominant role. The approximate expression (Eq. 12) allows
us to illustrate the qualitative impact of the moduli and phases of NSI terms which can in
principle override effects due to the vacuum oscillation phase δ for certain choice of energies.
Also, the above expression is strictly valid when rλλL/2 1 i.e. L and E are far away from
the region where lower frequency oscillations dominate which is satisfied for long baseline
experiments. For the case of DUNE, we have
rλλL/2 = 0.125
[
1.267× δm
2
21
7.6× 10−5 eV 2
L
1300 km
1 GeV
E
]
< 1 (13)
Note that in addition to the vacuum oscillation frequency λL/2
λL/2 = 4.0
[
1.267× δm
2
31
2.4× 10−3 eV 2
L
1300 km
1 GeV
E
]
(14)
6
which has E−1-dependence on energy, matter (SI and NSI) introduces phase shifts such as
rAλL/2 (using A = 0.756× 10−4 eV 2 ρ (g/cc) E (GeV ))
rAλL/2 = 0.4
[
1.267× 0.756× 10−4 ρ
3.0 g/cc
L
1300 km
]
, (15)
which is E-independent and hence achromatic. The probability remains finite due to the
(1 − rA) and (1 − rA)2 terms in the denominator of Eq. (12). Substituting δ → −δ and
rA → −rA in Pµe (δ) (Eq. 12), we obtain P¯µe (δ). Let us discuss different limiting cases :
• Vacuum (rA → 0) :
When rA → 0, we recover the vacuum limit as expected [55]. In deriving Eq. 12, we
have ignored these phase terms as rλλL/2  1 (Eq. 13) and hence we do not obtain
vacuum CP sensitivity as a limiting case Eq. 12. The correct expression to use in case
of vacuum is given by Eq. 10 and it is evident that CP sensitivity arises due to higher
order terms in rλλL/2 in case of vacuum.
• SI (εαβ → 0, rA 6= 0 and rλ 6= 0) :
Only the first and last three lines of Eq. 12 are non-zero in this case when only SI are
operating [57, 58]. The CP violation sensitivity is due to the terms proportional to
rλs13 ∼ 0.03 in this case as expected from standard matter case. When rA → 1, we
are close to the resonance condition (rA = cos 2θ13 since θ13 is small).
• NSI-dominated regime (rλ → 0, rA 6= 0 and εeµ, εeτ 6= 0) :
If we neglect terms of O(rλs13), O(r2λ), we get the first four lines with non-zero terms
in Eq. 12. The sole sensitivity to CP violating phase comes from the NSI terms. In
this case, the CP violating effects appearing in second and third line are proportional
to s13|εeµ| or s13|εeτ |. We can note that NSI effects with |εαβ| ' 0.1 can in principle
override the standard CP violating effects in matter by one order of magnitude as
rλ ' 0.03.
Another interesting aspect of this limit is that it would correspond to setting δm221 = 0,
which means we are effectively describing a two flavour case. In such a situation, as
argued in Kikuchi et al. [62], phase reduction is possible as one ends up with effectively
one combination of phases such as χ = δ+φeµ (or, ω = δ+φeτ ) rather than individual
phases δ and φeµ. This implies that if we are in the NSI dominated regime, it appears
from the probability expression (Eq. 12) that there are degeneracies arising due to
interplay of vacuum and NSI phases. We will refer to this as the vacuum-NSI CP
phase degeneracy. However, it turns out that once we take subdominant terms due
to rλ 6= 0 into consideration, the individual vacuum CP phase and NSI CP phase
dependencies start showing up (through terms in lines 5-12 on RHS of Eq. 12) and
such terms clearly aid in breaking of these vacuum-NSI CP phase degeneracies.
It is worth mentioning that the chosen baseline of DUNE is sensitive to CP violation effects
due to the intrinsic CP phase [10] as well as to additional CP violating effects arising due
to SI or NSI.
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Figure 1: Comparison of vacuum and matter (SI) asymmetry, ACPµe (δ) for L = 1300 km. The vacuum
(matter, SI) case is shown in brown (cyan) for three different values of δ and for NH as well as IH. The
solid, dashed and dotted lines correspond to δ = 0, δ = pi/2 and δ = −pi/2 respectively.
4 Results and Discussion
Let us first discuss the case of vacuum. Using the CP-odd terms in Eq. 10, the numerator
in the CP asymmetry (defined in Eq. 9) ∆Pµe (δ) is given by
8
∆Pµe (δ) = 8J
[
sin(rλλL) sin
2 λL
2
− sin(λL) sin2 rλλL
2
]
= 4 sin δ Jr [sinλL/2 sin rλλL/2 sin (1− rλ)λL/2] , (16)
where the second line is obtained after rearranging the terms in the first line. In order
to have observable effects, we should have sizeable interference terms that involve the CP
violating phase δ. This implies that both λL/2 as well as rλλL/2 must be taken into account.
Naturally, the ACPµe (δ) vanishes as δ → 0, pi and when δ = ±pi/2, ACPµe (δ) attains maximal
values. Also it can be noted that the normalised ACPµe (δ) grows linearly with L/E.
Using Eq. 12, the numerator in the CP asymmetry (Eq. 9) for the SI (εαβ → 0 limit) can
be expressed in a compact form
∆Pµe (δ) = 8 rλJ sin rAλL/2
rA
[Θ− cot δ cosλL/2 + Θ+ sinλL/2] , (17)
where Θ± = sin[(rA − 1)λL/2]/(rA − 1) ± sin[(rA + 1)λL/2]/(rA + 1). The CP sensitivity
comes from terms proportional to rλ in this case. In contrast to the vacuum expression, the
ACPµe (0) 6= 0 and this can be attributed to the fake CP effects arising due to matter being
CP asymmetric. In the limit rA → 0, one would expect non-zero vacuum terms to remain
8The denominator
∑
Pµe (δ) has the effect of rescaling the asymmetry curves.
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Figure 2: Pµe (δ) and P¯µe (δ) plotted as a function of energy for L = 1300 km and the role of individual
NSI parameters is depicted by varying the moduli of NSI parameters and assuming NH. The relevant moduli
(|εeµ| on the left side or |εeτ | on the right side) are varied in the allowed range (with all phases set to zero)
as specified in the figure. The cyan band corresponds to SI with δ ∈ (−pi, pi). The solid black line depicts
the case of SI with δ = 0 and dashed black line depicts the case of NSI with |εeµ| = 0.1 in the left panel
and |εeτ | = 0.1 in the right panel.
(see Eq. 16) but we get ACPµe (δ)→ 0 if we use Eq. 17. This is due to the fact that we have
neglected phase terms proportional to rλλL/2 (in view of Eq. 13) while deriving Eq. 12 and
Eq. 17.
A comparison of ACPµe (δ) in vacuum and in matter (SI) is shown for fixed values of δCP =
0,±pi/2 in Fig. 1. The features of the curves obtained in case of vacuum for δ = 0 and
δ = ±pi/2 can be understood from Eq. 16. For non-zero value of δ, the ACPµe (δ) in vacuum
is expected to grow as L/E which implies for a fixed L, the ACPµe (δ) is large for small values
of E. It is seen that δ = pi/2 (dashed brown line) leads to ACPµe (δ) < 0 and δ = −pi/2
(dotted brown line) leads to ACPµe (δ) > 0, independent of the hierarchy, which follows from
Eq. 16. However, in case of SI, hierarchy dependent effects are visible. Even when δ = 0,
we notice that SI introduces a non-zero asymmetry (solid cyan line) as opposed to vacuum
expectation (solid brown line). In case of NH, the ACPµe (δ) > 0 for E > 1.5 GeV while for
IH, the ACPµe (δ) < 0 for E > 1.5 GeV . Also, in the high energy region, δ = −pi/2 (δ = pi/2)
leads to large asymmetry in case of NH (IH) in comparison to the SI case. We also show
two cases of non-zero δ (= ±pi/2). For NH, δ = pi/2 diminishes the ACPµe (δ) value (dashed
cyan line) while δ = −pi/2 increases the value of ACPµe (δ) (dotted cyan line) in comparison
to δ = 0 case (solid cyan line). Similar trend is seen in case of IH. The effects in case of SI
can be explained using Eq. 17. The fake CP asymmetry should be substantial when L/E
is large such that matter effects are important. This leads to large asymmetry in the low
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Figure 3: Pµe (δ) and P¯µe (δ) plotted as a function of energy for L = 1300 km and the role of individual
NSI parameters is depicted by varying the phases of NSI parameters keeping the moduli fixed and assuming
NH. The relevant phases (δ, φeµ on the left side or δ, φeτ on the right side) are varied in the allowed range
as specified in the figure. The cyan band corresponds to SI with δ ∈ (−pi, pi). The solid black line depicts
the case of SI with δ = 0 and dashed black line depicts the case of NSI with |εeµ| = 0.1 in the left panel
and |εeτ | = 0.1 in the right panel.
energy region for a fixed baseline. Also, near the peak position of the probability (where
the flux is large), we note that large asymmetry is introduced due to SI. The asymmetry in
case of SI shows a saturation behaviour on positive side (ACPµe (δ) > 0) at energies beyond
4 GeV for NH while for IH a similar saturation behaviour is seen for energies beyond 4 GeV
but on the negative side (ACPµe (δ) < 0) for δ = ±pi/2. This comes about due to the presence
of E-independence of phase term rAλL/2 in Eq. 17.
For the general case of NSI, writing analytic expression for asymmetry is cumbersome with
all terms present in Eq. 12. We discuss the differences arising due to the two leading non-
zero NSI parameters, viz., εeµ, εeτ affecting νµ → νe transition by a visual comparison of the
plots for NSI case with those for the SI case (see Figs. 2,3 and 4). As εeµ, εeτ are complex,
we discuss visible effects arising due to the variation in absolute value and phase of these
terms. In order to understand all the subtle effects arising due to non-zero NSI terms, we
first discuss the isolated case (one NSI parameter non-zero at a time) and then collective
case (the relevant NSI parameters are taken non-zero simultaneously).
1. Impact of individual NSI terms :
Here only one NSI parameter is taken to be non-zero at a time. Fig. 2 and 3 depict
the effect due to individual NSI terms. The cyan band represents the SI case (δ ∈
(−pi : pi)) while the grey band is for NSI. Any non-zero value of the NSI parameters
leads to a deviation from the SI band (cyan band). As expected, both the oscillation
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Figure 4: Pµe (δ) and P¯µe (δ) plotted as a function of energy for L = 1300 km by considering the NSI
parameters collectively and for NH (left panel) and IH (right panel). The phases (δ, φeµ, φeτ ) and moduli
(|εeµ|, |εeτ |) are varied in the allowed range as specified in the figure. The cyan band corresponds to SI with
δ ∈ (−pi, pi). The solid black line depicts the case of SI with δ = 0 and dashed black line depicts the case of
NSI with |εeµ| = |εeτ | = 0.1.
amplitude as well as the position of peaks/dips change in presence of NSI (grey band)
in comparison to the SI case with δ ∈ (−pi : pi) (cyan band). The solid line (black)
shows the SI case (δ = 0) while the dashed line (black) depicts the case of NSI with
all phases set to zero for either |εeµ| = 0.1 or |εeτ | = 0.1.
The effect of non-zero moduli of NSI terms, |εeµ| and |εeτ | is shown in Fig. 2. The
grey bands correspond to |εeµ| ∈ (0 − 0.1) or |εeτ | ∈ (0 − 0.1). The lower limit of 0
corresponds to standard matter effects while the upper limit of 0.1 is consistent with
Eq. 8. The effect of |εeµ| (|εeτ |) is shown on the left (right) hand side of Fig. 2. |εeµ|
has larger impact than |εeτ | on Pµe (δ) and P¯µe (δ) in case of NH (see Fig. 2). It can
be seen from the top row in Fig. 2 that as long as the |εeµ| > 0 or |εeτ | > 0, the
Pµe (δ) is in general larger than the solid black line (SI, δ = 0) for neutrinos and NH.
For the same range, we can note that P¯µe (δ) is lower than the black solid line for
anti-neutrinos and NH (bottom row in Fig. 2). This shift in peak position is clearly
visible in case of |εeµ|, the peak of neutrino (anti-neutrino) channel in case of NSI
is shifted to the right (left) side of the SI peak for NH. For IH, the neutrinos and
antineutrinos interchange roles and the peak of neutrino (anti-neutrino) channel in
case of NSI is shifted to the left (right) side of the SI peak. Note that for NH, |εeτ | has
smaller effect on the Pµe (δ) and P¯µe (δ) in comparison to |εeµ|. This is because this
parameter comes with a negative sign in Eq. 12 (second and third line) and therefore
large changes are expected due to this parameter mainly for IH and P¯µe (δ).
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Figure 5: Impact of collective NSI terms on the CP asymmetry bands as a function of energy for L = 1300
km for NH and IH. Only the moduli of NSI parameters (|εeµ|, |εeτ |) are varied in the top row and only the
phases (δ,φeµ, φeτ ) for |εeµ| = |εeτ | = 0.1 are varied in the allowed range as specified in the figure in the
bottom row. The cyan band corresponds to SI with δ ∈ (−pi, pi). The solid black line depicts the case of SI
with δ = 0 and dashed black line depicts the case of NSI with |εeµ| = |εeτ | = 0.1.
The effect of varying the relevant phases in the allowed range (δ ∈ (−pi : pi), φeµ ∈
(−pi : pi), φeτ ∈ (−pi : pi)) is shown in Fig. 3. If we take |εeµ| 6= 0, we will have two
phases δ, φeµ (left hand side of Fig. 3) and if we take |εeτ | 6= 0, we will have two phases
δ, φeτ (right hand side of Fig. 3). For the case of NSI, we have used |εeµ| = 0.1 and
|εeτ | = 0.1 in the left and right panel respectively. The general effect of varying the
phases is that it leads to a band (cyan) around the solid black line in case of SI. For
NSI case, there is further broadening of bands (shown in grey) on both sides of the SI
(cyan) band. From Eq. 12, the terms in lines 2-10 are responsible for the grey band.
2. Collective impact of NSI terms : The collective case where both the NSI parameters
are taken non-zero simultaneously (|εeµ| = 0− 0.1 , |εeτ | = 0− 0.1 and δ ∈ (−pi : pi),
φeµ ∈ (−pi : pi), φeτ ∈ (−pi : pi) ) is shown in Fig. 4. It turns out the the combined
effect of the variation of phases and moduli of two NSI parameters acts in the same
direction and overall we get larger visible differences at the level of probability in
comparison to the SI case due to a non-trivial interplay of moduli and phase parts of
the two NSI terms. So, considering the dominant NSI parameters simultaneously is
crucial as it allows for better distinguishability of the NSI from SI. For IH (right hand
12
side of Fig. 4), the sign of NSI terms will be reversed and we expect opposite effects
in comparison to NH.
Having discussed the imprint of individual and collective NSI terms on the Pµe (δ) and
P¯µe (δ), let us now turn to the CP violating observable, i.e. the A
CP
µe (δ). In Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6, the maximum and minimum ACPµe (δ) is plotted and the SI (NSI) cases are shown as
cyan (grey) bands as a function of E for the two hierarchies. The maximum and minimum
values are obtained by varying the relevant vacuum (the Dirac phase) and NSI parameters
(moduli and/or phases) in the allowed range mentioned in the figure caption. Once again
the cyan band corresponds to the case of SI and the grey band corresponds to NSI. The solid
black line depicts the SI curve for δ = 0 and dashed black line depicts the collective NSI
curve (|εeµ| = 0.1 and |εeτ | = 0.1). The discussion of Pµe (δ) and P¯µe (δ) above is reflected
in the ACPµe (δ) curves. The top row in Fig. 5 shows the impact of changing the modulus of
collective NSI terms while the bottom row shows the impact of changing the phase of the
NSI terms keeping the modulus fixed (|εeµ| = 0.1 and |εeτ | = 0.1). The grey band in the top
row depicts the fake CP effect in the same spirit as effects arising due to SI while the grey
band in the bottom row contain fake CP effect a la SI along with spurious contributions
to the intrinsic CP phase arising due to non-zero NSI phases. For E < 1.5 GeV , the two
curves corresponding to SI and NSI almost coincide. The difference in cyan and grey bands
increases with increasing the energy beyond 1.5 GeV . The most dramatic aspect of NSI is
that the naive argument of needing large L/E (and hence small E for fixed value of L) in
order to obtain large asymmetries due to matter effects does not work any more and we can
obtain large asymmetries even at large energies, as is reflected from the asymmetry plots
(Fig. 5 and 6). The case of NH and IH show opposite sign of asymmetry in the grey band
(top row). However, when phases are taken into account, the asymmetry may also change
sign at higher energies (bottom row).
Finally, Fig. 6 shows the maximum and minimum asymmetry for the case where both moduli
and phases of NSI parameters εeµ, εeτ are varied simultaneously. Large values of A
CP
µe (δ) at
higher energies vindicates the presence of non-zero NSI terms.
5 Event rates and CP violation sensitivity at DUNE far detector
Our simulations are carried out using the General Long baseline Experiment Simulator
(GLoBES) software [51, 52] using the best-fit values of the standard oscillation parame-
ters [3–5]. We assume a particular hierarchy (NH or IH) and allow the value of δ ∈ [−pi, pi].
We describe the reference set up as follows. The beam power is 1.2 MW and a wide band
neutrino beam is obtained in energy range, E = 0.5− 10 GeV. The far detector comprises
of an (unmagnetised) LArTPC which has excellent energy resolution both for muons and
electrons. The specifications for the Liquid Argon TPC detector are given in Table 1.
We shall assume here five year operation period, or, equivalently, an effective exposure of
175(= 35 × 5) kt-yr in the neutrino mode and 175 kt-yr separately in the anti-neutrino
mode.
In Fig. 7, we show electron neutrino and antineutrino event histograms for SI and NSI for
different values of |εeµ| and |εeτ | for the reference set-up mentioned above. These histograms
show the maximum spread in the events when the relevant parameters (in case of SI, δ and
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Figure 6: Impact of collective NSI terms on the CP asymmetry bands as a function of energy for
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in the allowed range as specified in the figure (see also Fig. 4). The cyan band corresponds to SI with
δ ∈ (−pi, pi). The solid black line depicts the case of SI with δ = 0 and dashed black line depicts the case of
NSI with |εeµ| = |εeτ | = 0.1.
in case of NSI, moduli and phases of NSI parameters) are varied over the allowed range
specified in the figure. The region between maximum and the minimum event rates is
shown as shaded cyan (grey) band in case of SI (NSI). It should be noted that the set of
varied oscillation parameters (SI phase or NSI phases) that give the spread in the event
rates in each bin in Fig. 7 are in general different. In Fig 8, we show the impact of NSI
terms collectively and with variation both in moduli and phases. As an example, we show
how the individual off-diagonal NSI terms (εeµ and εeτ ) impact the CP violation sensitivity
at DUNE in Fig. 9. We observe the following
• The event spectrum follows the probability plots and there is large difference near the
first oscillation maximum of νµ → νe probability even in the standard matter case
which gets enhanced in presence of NSI.
• Though the asymmetries are fairly large in the higher energy regime, the number of
events are not so large in high energy bins due to the small flux at those energies.
This holds for NH as well as IH.
• There are overlapping regions where SI and NSI results are consistent with one another
due to a certain favourable choice of parameters. We refer to these as the NSI-SI
degeneracies. Due to presence of these new degeneracies, it becomes hard to ascribe
the signal to SI alone or to NSI. The two bands corresponding to SI and NSI phase
variations respectively are overlapping for a wide range of energies including those
where the flux peaks.
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Beam power 1.2 MW
Fiducial detector mass 35 kt
Bin width 250 MeV
Exposure
35× 5 = 175 kt-yr for ν
35× 5 = 175 kt-yr for ν¯
Energy Resolution (σ(E))
√
(0.01)2 + (0.15)2/(yE) + (0.03)2
Detector efficiency (E) 85%
Table 1: The LArTPC far-detector specifications used in our simulations for DUNE.
• Neutrino and anti-neutrino event spectrum looks very similar and this due to the
fact that we have taken phase variations into account which tend to hide some of the
cancellation effects coming about if we take only the moduli of relevant NSI terms (for
instance, the lower right panel of Fig. 4 shows one such cancellation effect).
• If we take the relevant NSI parameters collectively and vary both moduli and phases,
the effect adds up constructively for NH and IH (see Fig 8).
• We show the impact of individual NSI terms on the CP violation sensitivity at DUNE
in Fig. 9 for a nominal exposure of 350 kt.MW.yr and runtime of five years each in
neutrino and antineutrino mode. The sensitivity to CP violation signals how well we
can demarkate the CP violating values from the CP conserving ones (0,±pi). The 3σ
and 5σ values are shown as horizontal lines. It can be seen that presence of NSI can
impact the sensitivity to CP violation more prominently near the peaks or the dips.
The most drastic effect is that NSI can mimic CP violation even for the CP conserving
values (0,±pi). For a detailed study on CP violation sensitivity at DUNE in presence
of NSI, see Ref. [63].
6 Conclusion
We have studied the role played by NSI on the issue of determining the leptonic CP violation
in the context of DUNE. We use the probability expression for νµ → νe channel in presence of
NSI (by retaining the contribution of terms such as |εαβ|s13, |εeτ |rλ, rλs13, r2λ which appear
at similar order in Eq. 12). It turns out that only two NSI parameters appear in the
approximate expression and retaining all the terms is crucial in order to understand the
breaking of the vacuum-NSI phase degeneracies. Since the two NSI parameters (|εeτ |, |εeµ|)
are complex, we consider (fixed and variable) absolute value of the NSI terms consistent
with present constraints as well as vary their phases to obtain insight into the role played
by these quantities. These additional moduli and phases can lead to large changes in the
asymmetries at DUNE. Significant differences are seen in the probability and asymmetry
curves near the peak of the Pµe (δ) and P¯µe (δ) and at higher energies in comparison to the
SI case for a certain choice of parameters. In terms of asymmetries, we depict the role of
moduli and phases separately as well as in conjunction when individual (collective) NSI
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Figure 7: Impact of individual NSI terms on the ν and ν¯ events plotted as a function of energy at DUNE
far detector for NH (see also Fig. 2 and 3). The cyan band depicts the case of SI with δ ∈ [−pi : pi] while the
grey band depicts the case of NSI with variation in the moduli and phase of the relevant NSI parameter as
specified in the figure. The black solid (dashed) line depicts the case of SI with δ = 0 (NSI with all phases
set to zero).
terms are taken into account. Again large changes are visible in asymmetry plots when we
exploit the full variation in parameters. In case of ordinary matter effects one expects that
the asymmetry should be large for large L/E which implies small E for fixed L as it would
allow for matter effects to develop. But when NSI is switched on, one sees large changes
also in higher energy bins due to the interplay of phases and moduli of these terms as well
as with the CP phase δ. However in terms of event rates, there is a certain wash out of
effects seen especially in the higher energy range. This is because the flux falls off and hence
the effects appearing in higher energy range are not cleanly observable. From the event rate
analysis, we show that the alteration in event rates is most significant near the peak but
exists all across the spectrum. There is no significant distortion in the spectrum shape.
Interestingly, there are overlapping regions where SI and NSI results are consistent with one
another due to a certain favourable choice of parameters. We refer to these as the NSI-SI
degeneracies. Due to presence of these new degeneracies, it becomes hard to ascribe the
signal to SI alone or to NSI. The two bands corresponding to SI and NSI phase variations
respectively are overlapping for a wide range of energies including those where the flux peaks
(in case of very small |εαβ| ∼ 0.01, the degeneracy is perfect).
It is shown that any conclusion regarding the CP phase can not be arrived at without a
thorough analysis of correlations and degeneracies that arise due to the extra parameters in
addition to the standard three flavour parameters where the only source of CP violation is
the Dirac phase. Thus in order to ascribe any result on the CP phase to the lone CP phase
in the standard three neutrino paradigm, it is crucial to rule out new physics scenarios
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Figure 8: Impact of collective NSI terms on the ν and ν¯ events plotted as a function of energy at
DUNE far detector for NH and IH (see also Fig. 4 and 6). The cyan band depicts the case of SI with
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(NSI with all phases set to zero).
that can contribute to the signal. Within NSI scenario itself we showed that there are
two parameters with both magnitude and phase that can vary over wide range and can
contribute to it. In addition there can be other scenarios, such as the recently discussed
sterile neutrinos [33,34] which also add new parameters into the framework and can mimic
the same event spectrum. So, one needs to devise a mechanism by which one can ascertain
that other scenarios can be ruled out in order to conclude anything about the CP phase to
complete the standard framework.
Note added : After our work was submitted to the preprint arXiv, some papers [64–67]
appeared on the preprint arxiv in which the consequences of NSI were investigated in the
context of DUNE. However none of them deal with the precise question that we have
addressed in the present work.
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